
 

Profa Alta

Frontale - Macani'in - La Flescia - Asola - Boero di Sotto - Pezze - Pavagn - Profa Alta

8,062 Km 3:00 - 4:00 h 968 m 81 m



From Le Prese drive to Frontale then towards Fumero up to Flescia. Then follow path S518 to 
Pravadina, from where the trail becomes steeper. You can take a break at the mountain huts of Asola 
then walk through a forest of larch, alder and rhododendrons until you reach the village of Boero Basso 
with its very beautiful mountain huts set on a panoramic terrace overlooking the Alta Valtellina. A final 
effort brings you to Pavagn, where a flat former military road leads to the Val Fin, a wild and rugged 
valley where in winter avalanches come down from the Corn as far as the Pont del Diavol. The path 
then passes through a wellpreserved forest of larch and Swiss pines to the mountain huts of Profa Alta 
in the Valdisotto municipality.

Avalanches in the history of Alta Valtellina The earliest records date back to Greek and Latin authors. People in Valtellina soon 
learnt to forecast the danger: it is said that many escaped tragedy thanks to their own horses which, sensing the coming 
snowslide, would stop or break into a gallop for no reason. 

Start:Frontale Arrival:Frontale

Equipment required:

Difficulty description:

Author:

TECHNICAL DATA

Length 8,062 Km Skill

Condition

Effort

Natural pavement 94%

Asphalt pavement 4%

Brick pavement 2%

Equipped paths 0%

Scree pavement 0%

Other types of pavements 0%

Not available data 0%

Duration 3:00 - 4:00 h

height difference uphill 968 m

height difference downhill 81 m

Maximum slope uphill 58%

Maximum slope downhill 8%

Minimum and maximum quota
2072 m

1173 m

Accessibility for bikes 88%

Period Journey Maggio - 
Settembre



PHOTO GALLERY

This publication is for information purposes only. www.valtellinaoutdoor.it declines all responsibility for any damages 
to persons or things and injuries whatever, which have occurred during the excursions and/or caused by the 
conditions of the trails. We recommend you consult and check the weather forecast and snow conditions before every 
excursion.


